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Gemara: 

• Three biblical figures - Chana when asking for a child, Eliyahu when casting blame upon HKBH for 
turning the Jews hearts towards Baal and Moshe Rabbeinu, who blamed G-d for lavishing excessive 
gold and silver upon the Jews, thus leading to the sin of the egel  – flung their words disrespectfully 
at HKBH (were matiach dvarim klapei maalah) but nonetheless, G-d concurred with their pleas.  

• During Moshe’s parrying with G-d to defend the Jewish people, HKBH told Moshe “…hanicha li…” - 
release me and I’ll make YOU (Moshe) into a great nation. 

o Noda B’yehuda and the Tzlach both comment that of course Moshe could not physically 
“grab” HKBH, rather, they comment that the type of clothing we wear is reflective of our 
mood and demeanor (we wear different types of clothing if we are at work or on vacation, 
for example).  Moshe “grabbed” G-d’s proverbial clothing and stated, “change your 
demeanor and you’ll change your mind regarding klal Yisroel”. 

• Moshe argued that he couldn’t be the sole founder of a new nation – if a three legged stool (one 
supported by the Avos) could not endure, how could a one legged stool (Moshe alone) endure?! 

o Maharsha  - Indeed, Moshe represents the continuum of the Avos and would thus perhaps 
be considered a 4 legged stool as the founder of a new nation. However, it’s possible our 
forefathers were so ashamed of their children’s actions, they’d renounce any merit 
bestowed upon them until now, leaving Moshe all alone as the single “leg”.   

• R. Simlai – Moshe, when entreating HKBH to be allowed into Eretz Yisrael, established a template for 
successful tefilla – one should first praise Hashem and then ask for ones needs.  

• The Gemara provides a mnemonic for seven statements: Tefila (is greater than) Maasim, Taanis (is 
greater than) Tzedaka, Tefila (is greater than) Korban, a Kohen (who has killed can’t be m’varech), 
from the time of the churban, the gates of tefilla have been locked- M’nael – but the gates of Dimah 
(crying) are open, and, from the time of the churban, an iron wall (Barzel) has acted as a separation 
between us and HKBH. 

• Rav Chanan bar Chanina – a prolonged tefilla will not come back unanswered and, if at first your 
tefilla doesn’t succeed, try again! Kavei el Hashem,…v’kavei el Hashem. 

• HKBH “forgets” our sins (eg. the sin of the Egel) but will always remember our greatness (eg. Our 
korbanos and the assembly at Sinai). 

• Mishna – The Chasidim Harishonim would arrive one hour prior to tefilla, pray for one hour, then 
tarry for an hour afterward.  

• Gemara – R’ Yehoshua ben Levi – this is learned from “Ashrei yoshvei veisecha”, first “sit” in the 
house of prayer and only then “…yehallelucha Selah”. The three hours per tefila equates to nine 
hours per day! How was their Torah preserved and their financial needs met? Because they were 
pious, they were able to remember their learning and their work was also thusly blessed.  

 
Halacha:  

• Mishna Berurah – We (ie. Non- Chasidim Harishonim) can fulfill the waiting before tefilla by arriving 
eight tefachim’s time worth prior (essentially “settling in” before we launch into prayer). 
 

Inspiration: 

• A great leader will fight for his people, even under fantastical circumstances. 

• Rav Tzadok Hakohen – Moshe was commanded “Lech raid” - go down, to the people. One cannot 
lead effectively or with empathy if he is aloof and “above” his followers. Moshe was commanded by 
HKBH to see with his own eyes the avodah zarah (egel) in which the Jews were participating.  


